Collective cell migration is fundamental to gaining insights into various important biological processes such as wound healing and cancer metastasis. In particular, recent in vitro studies and in silico simulations suggest that mechanics can explain the social behavior of multicellular clusters to a large extent with minimal knowledge of various cellular signaling pathways. These results suggest that a mechanistic perspective is necessary for a comprehensive and holistic understanding of collective cell migration, and this review aims to provide a broad overview of such a perspective. Cell migration plays a pivotal role in regulating numerous biological processes under both physiological as well as pathological conditions. Single cells need to interact with their environment to move. This is done by employing a number of different cellular structures such as lamellipodia, filopodia, and podosomes. Although the typical steps involved in the migration of an individual cell over a substrate have already been well studied and characterized (57, 58) (FIGURE 1A), recent advances in imaging and molecular biology techniques have enabled us to better probe and visualize these events. Experimental and theoretical analyses strongly suggest that the migratory behavior of single cells in the absence of any external physical or chemical stimuli can be well described by a persistent random walk model (25). Spontaneous lamellipodium formation can randomly polarize a cell and allow them to migrate in a specific direction. Since the persistence of migration under such conditions is very low, they are able to migrate only short distances. However, for cells to be functional in several processes, they need to be able to migrate persistently in a specific direction over long distances. Breaking this "symmetry" (i.e., equal probability to migrate in all directions) requires either external chemical gradients from soluble (chemotaxis) and substrate-bound [haptotaxis (19, 20, 37)] ligands or physical (30) cues within the extracellular environment that introduce a bias such that cells are forced to prefer a particular direction to migrate. For example, leukocytes are strongly attracted to inflammatory chemokines secreted by various cells. The role of chemical cues in guiding and regulating cell migration has been extensively studied and still remains a topic of intense research. However, the role of mechanical and physical cues within the cellular microenvironment in governing cell migration has only recently garnered much attention (35, 70) .
Cell migration plays a pivotal role in regulating numerous biological processes under both physiological as well as pathological conditions. Single cells need to interact with their environment to move. This is done by employing a number of different cellular structures such as lamellipodia, filopodia, and podosomes. Although the typical steps involved in the migration of an individual cell over a substrate have already been well studied and characterized (57, 58) (FIGURE 1A), recent advances in imaging and molecular biology techniques have enabled us to better probe and visualize these events. Experimental and theoretical analyses strongly suggest that the migratory behavior of single cells in the absence of any external physical or chemical stimuli can be well described by a persistent random walk model (25) . Spontaneous lamellipodium formation can randomly polarize a cell and allow them to migrate in a specific direction. Since the persistence of migration under such conditions is very low, they are able to migrate only short distances. However, for cells to be functional in several processes, they need to be able to migrate persistently in a specific direction over long distances. Breaking this "symmetry" (i.e., equal probability to migrate in all directions) requires either external chemical gradients from soluble (chemotaxis) and substrate-bound [haptotaxis (19, 20, 37) ] ligands or physical (30) cues within the extracellular environment that introduce a bias such that cells are forced to prefer a particular direction to migrate. For example, leukocytes are strongly attracted to inflammatory chemokines secreted by various cells. The role of chemical cues in guiding and regulating cell migration has been extensively studied and still remains a topic of intense research. However, the role of mechanical and physical cues within the cellular microenvironment in governing cell migration has only recently garnered much attention (35, 70) .
The application of microfabrication and soft lithography techniques have further boosted our ability to better interrogate the role of micromechanical cues in regulating cell migration (36, 63) .
However, it is well recognized that, in several biological processes [e.g., gastrulation (32, 75) , wound healing (40) and cancer metastasis (22) ], cells do not migrate individually but rather collectively either as clusters, chains, or sheets. Collective migration serves to keep the tissue intact during remodeling, allows mobile cells to carry other cells that are otherwise immobile, and ensures appropriate distribution of cells within a tissue. It has also been observed that the overall migration pattern of such cohesive groups tends to be vastly different from the migration characteristics of the individual cells constituting such groups, and it is rather characterized by the type and strength of their reciprocal interaction (28, 34) . Such a behavior has prompted a comparison of collective cell behavior with the wider phenomenon observed in nature known as collective or emergent behavior. Collective behavior or emergent phenomena refers to distinct migratory or movement patterns over length scales that are typically larger than the individual elements constituting a system (69) . It is a common occurrence in various physical (e.g., rods or discs on a vibrating table) (8) , biochemical (filaments of actin and microtubules migrating over immobilized myosin and dynein motors) (55, 59) , inert (e.g., sedimenting colloids), (56) and living (schools of fish and flocks of birds) systems (43, 44) and spans across sizes over several orders of magnitude (from microscopic to macroscopic systems). In these systems, the migration characteristics of the isolated constituents become less relevant, and the manner in which each constituent influences and/or responds to the motility of its neighbors becomes the more important and defining feature. In fact, Vicsek et al. showed for the first time that emergence of collective behavior in a system can be described by a simple kinematic model (Vicsek model and its variations) (12, 68) in which the direction of a given particle within the system is determined by the average of all the particles within its neighborhood (FIGURE 1, B AND C). In such a system, the transition to an "ordered" collective behavior phase was observed to be dependent on the density of the particles. Several studies have indeed confirmed that the density of particles constituting a system remains one of the most important physical parameters governing the emergence of collective behavior (55) . In many systems, it is observed that there exists a critical density that triggers the emergence of collective behavior. Other important physical parameters governing collective behavior include boundary restrictions (physical constraints), feedback loop systems (that allow constituents to sense and respond to their neighbors), and presence of "leaders." For example, in sedimenting colloids, the correlation length of swirls is dependent on the boundaries of the chamber (56) . Furthermore, in locusts, it has been observed that the swarming behavior is lost when they were subjected to abdominal denervation [which prevents them from sensing the presence of a neighbor (6)]. However, it is important to observe that, in contrast to "local spatial coupling" that is characteristic of these systems, multicellular assemblies typically demonstrate physical adhesion between neighbors that provides strong "mechanical coupling" as well as a means for biochemical signaling. Notwithstanding this difference, collective cell migration shows several characteristics that closely mimic other physical and biochemical systems. Indeed, a large body of accumulating evidence suggests that coordination among cell clusters during migration is regulated by various chemical (7, 37) and physical cues (60) This review aims to give a broad overview of our current understanding of collective cell behavior, A: cartoon illustrating the mechanism of single cell migration. Symmetry-breaking events lead to cell polarization and directed migration. Cell polarization in this review refers to the asymmetric distribution of the migratory machinery. I to V show the steps required during migration of single cell. I, actin-rich protrusions (lamellipodia) elongate the leading edge of the cell; II, adhesion proteins attach the newly formed protrusion to the substratum; III, acto-myosin contraction leads to the retraction of the rear of the cell and its progression to the front; IV, adhesive proteins release from the substratum and allow progression of movement; V, migratory machinery is recycled to get ready for step I. B: Vicsek model is adopted to illustrate the strength of interaction between cells as a function of density and the distance separating them. At high densities and small separation distances, cells repel and inhibit each other. Critical density and optimal separation distance induce coordinated migration. At very low densities and long separation distances, they do not sense their neighbors. C: cells in a highly dense monolayer are subject to contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL). All cells are symmetrically inhibited, resulting in little migration. Availability of free space to migrate breaks the symmetry and polarizes the cells at the edge toward the free space. This overcomes the inhibitory signals and promotes cell motility. Motile cells at the front exert attractive forces on their neighbors, which, in turn, coordinate their movement. with a specific focus on physical and mechanical cues and the use of microfabricated technologies, to understand how various micromechanical cues within the cellular microenvironment regulate collective cell behavior.
Methods to Control and Quantify Collective Cell Behavior In Vitro
Methods to probe collective cell migration in vitro can be roughly categorized by the relative directionality of the migration (arrow heads, FIGURE 2A). Inward migration closing the gap is referred to as "void," and it mimics the closure of a wound. Conversely, outward migration of a sheet of cells expanding and invading its surroundings is defined as "nest" (5). An alternative categorization (presented below) considers the way symmetry breaking is set up. Removal of cells from a confluent sheet is referred to as "cell depletion assays," and other methods where confined cells are exposed to a free space by removal of a barrier are called "cell exclusion assays" (5).
Cell Depletion Assays
The scratch wound assay. Cells are scratched away from the monolayer using a needle (FIGURE 2B). Alternatively, stencils of PDMS are pressed against the cells to cause their death. Scratch wound assay has been and still remains one of the most common in vitro experiments to study collective cell migration (76) . Notwithstanding the simplicity of the technique, the method has inherent disadvantages, such as inability to precisely control the size and shape of the wound, damage to cells at the leading front, and disruption of ECM on the substrate.
Laser ablation. Lasers are used to ablate regions of defined size and shape within an epithelial cell sheet. This method elegantly overcomes most of the disadvantages of the wounding done with a needle and allows full control of the shape and size of the wound while leaving the substrate undamaged. However, it requires specialized and expensive equipment (77) .
Cell Exclusion Assays
Membrane patterning. First introduced by Whitesides et al, the method uses spin coating to fabricate free-standing elastomeric PDMS membranes with circular or square shapes through "holes" to subject cells to well defined physical constraints (49) . The membrane is subsequently lifted off to allow cells to spread and migrate collectively from well defined initial geometries.
Micro-stencils. Similar in concept to the membrane patterning method described above, this method uses an alternate method to fabricate freestanding PDMS membranes with rectangular through holes (stencils) (51) . Cells are initially confined to these rectangular wells and allowed to reach confluence. Stencils are subsequently peeled off, allowing cell monolayers to migrate collectively into the available free space.
Masking microcontact printed patterns. This method uses microfabricated substrate to first print a defined protein pattern of interest. Subsequently, a PDMS barrier is placed on to mask a portion of the micropattern (67) (FIGURE 2C).
Micropillars. Micropillars can be used to create gaps within epithelia that close when the pillars are removed (4). This method allows us to vary the size and shape of the wound with precision and in a high-throughput manner.
Three-dimensional microwells. Microfabricated substrates have also been employed to prepare microwells within soft collagen gels (46) . Cells are initially restricted to these wells but subsequently invade the surrounding matrix, providing a model system to study collective cell behavior in 3D.
Measuring Cell-Substrate Traction Forces
Measuring traction forces exerted by cells on the substrate provides rich insight into the physical mechanisms regulating cell migration. In the context of collective cell migration, such information enables us to not only understand the contribution of cells at the leading edge, vis-a-vis cells farther away within the monolayer, but also allows us to characterize the role of cell-cell interactions in governing the overall migratory behavior of the collective. Two of the most commonly used techniques to quantify substrate traction forces are micro-force sensor arrays and traction force microscopy.
Micro-force sensor arrays. In this technique, cells are allowed to attach on top of soft elastic micropillar arrays made up of PDMS (18, 61) . The bending of micropillars in response to forces exerted by the cells can be obtained using particletracking algorithms. Since the elastic modulus of PDMS is known, the spring constant of the micropillar can be estimated if its height and diameter are known. For small deflections, the force acting on the micropillar is the product of the deflection and its spring constant (18) .
Traction force microscopy. In this method, cells are grown on soft elastic substrates (most commonly polyacrylamide gels) with embedded fluorescent beads (9, 14) . Forces exerted by the cells cause the beads to be displaced. The displacement of the beads is used to compute the stress field.
Emergence of Collective Cell Behavior and Its Regulation
As mentioned before, single cells in isolation tend to migrate randomly with little persistence in the absence of any external cues. Even epithelial cells, which typically show a strong directed migration as a monolayer during wound healing, migrate randomly when they are single (54) . However, such a transition to an ordered migration is highly dependent on the density of cells (54) . Furthermore, change in cell density has also been shown to alter the correlation length (2) as well as material properties of epithelial monolayers (3) probably due to maturation of intercellular contacts. Although this is not surprising considering that density of the constituents of a system appears to be a critical regulator of the emergence of collective behavior across various inert and living systems, it is certainly interesting to understand how cells sense "density" and alter their migration characteristics accordingly.
One of the earliest mechanisms that has been proposed to explain such a social behavior of cell clusters is contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) (1). CIL was originally reported by Abercrombie et al. in fibroblasts from chicken heart where they observed that cells change their direction of migration when they come into contact with other cells. Such a change in direction of migration was associated with inhibition of protrusions in the direction of the contact and development of new protrusions away from the site of contact. This suggests that CIL is not only a "migration inhibitory" mechanism but also a mechanism that determines as well as alters cell polarization. Taken together, this leads to the important conclusion that cells at the leading edge of a wound are "different" from cells within the cluster, and this allows a monolayer of cells to migrate directionally toward the free space for efficient wound closure or tissue expansion. For a long time, CIL has been only a phenomenological observation, and little was known regarding the molecular mechanisms governing CIL. CIL can be broadly considered as a feedback loop system where cells first need to sense density, i.e., the presence of other cells. Subsequently, they need to convert this sensory signal into a response that involves alteration of the direction of migration and polarization of the cells. Intercellular adhesion proteins and the corresponding signaling molecules have long remained the key suspects in regulating CIL. Although cadherins have been the favorite cell surface receptors implicated in CIL, other potential candidates that have been proposed include atypical cadherins, nectins, ephrins, and notch-delta receptors (41, 64) . Indeed, mechanical force applied to cadherins has been shown to be sufficient for polarizing a cell (74) . Activation of Rho-GTPases through intercellular adhesion molecules has also been suggested as a possible mechanism that governs the "response" arm of the CIL feedback loop. Recently, working with neural crest cells, Fontaine and Mayor have shown that CIL occurs in vivo and is regulated by the noncanonical Wnt signaling pathway (10). However, simulations in silico suggest that large-scale coordination within multicellular clusters can indeed be largely explained from a mechanical perspective with minimal knowledge of the biochemical signaling across the adhesion (31) . Further experiments are necessary to delineate the contribution of individual signaling systems to the overall collective behavior as well as to understand how the mechanical cues and biochemical cues converge to allow for a consensus decision to be made.
Additionally, it has been observed that some cells could behave as "leader" cells (38) , being able to drag "followers" in the appropriate direction. Interestingly, leader cells have indeed been identified and proposed to play an important role in directing the overall migration behavior of cell clusters. For example, during wound healing of simple epithelial monolayers, it has been observed that some cells at the leading edge of the wound spread much more than others and attained a mesenchymal phenotype (FIGURE 3A) (51). However, availability of free space to migrate does not immediately induce formation of leader cells. They are typically observed ϳ1 h after the monolayer edge is allowed to migrate. Furthermore, leader cells do not necessarily evolve from the first row of cells at the edge of the monolayer. Rather, they can even originate far away from the edge and be brought to the front by flows within the epithelium (51) . Indeed, cells far away from the edge of a monolayer have been shown to extend cryptic lamellipodia underneath their neighbors (21), suggesting that leader cells are not necessarily restricted to the edge of a monolayer (FIGURE 3B). These leader cells drag along a small cluster of follower cells, resulting in the formation of "fingerlike" instabilities of the leading front (51). Staining reveals thick actin bundles (51) as well as stretched E-cadherin morphology (48) connecting the leaders to the followers, suggesting a strong mechanical coupling and force transmission within these finger-like structures. Velocity field analysis and mechanical perturbation of leader cells using laser ablation strongly support the role of leader cells in providing local guidance cues to cells following them (53) . It was further observed that inhibition or expression of a dominant negative form of Rho A increased the number of leader cells at the leading edge, whereas expression of a constitutively active form of Rho A inhibited the formation of leader cells. On the other hand, activation of Rac in leading cells has been shown to be necessary and sufficient to direct collective migration in border cells of Drosophila (73) . Recent experiments suggest that such a restricted spatial localization of Rac to the leader cell within a cell cluster in turn is regulated by the small GTPase Rab11 and the actin cytoskeletal regulator moesin (52) . The role of leader cells in sensing environmental chemokines and directing collective cell migration in developmental processes in vivo has been demonstrated elegantly by Hass and Gilmour (29) . Using the lateral line primordium of the zebra fish as a model system, they showed that the presence of specific receptors on cells was necessary for them to become leaders. Mutants with cells deficient for the specific receptors were unable to migrate properly. More importantly, transplantation of even a small number of wild cells expressing specific receptors could efficiently direct the mutant primordial cell migration. The important role that leader cells play in influencing the behavior of cells following them has also been demonstrated in processes such as cancer metastasis (23, 33) and tracheal tube elongation in Drosophila (11) .
The concept of active leader cells at the edge of a monolayer dragging a passive mass of follower cells suggests that cell-substrate traction forces should be localized to the leading edge with little or no tractions away from the edge. In vitro experiments using traction force microscopy suggest that, although large traction forces are indeed localized to a few rows of cells at the leading front, cells farther away from the edge also exert significant (although lesser) traction forces (65) . There appears to be a continuous buildup of stresses within the monolayer as we move away from the leading edge into the cell sheet that cannot be explained if forces are exerted by leader cells only (FIGURE 3C). Rather, the actual mechanism appears to be long-range transmission of forces across intercellular adhesions resulting in a global state of tension or "tug of war" between cells at the leading front and cells at the back. Indeed, recent experiments suggest that the intercellular adhesion sites within a migrating monolayer are subjected to significant stresses (both normal and shear) that are extremely heterogeneous in distribution (FIGURE 3D). That cells prefer to migrate along the direction of maximum principal and minimum shear stress (plithotaxis) (60) suggests that an integration of multiple mechanisms governs collective cell migration. The debate on the role of leaders vs. followers and their contribution to collective cell migration is currently inconclusive. However, such a discrepancy could result from the different types of model systems used, and further experiments that combine genetic manipulations with mechanistic interventions across a variety of cell and tissue types could provide a better insight.
Substrate Architecture, Dimensionality, and Rheology
Although it appears that an integration of several mechanisms (e.g., leader cells, large-scale force transmission across intercellular adhesions, and plithotaxis) regulate the overall collective behavior of cellular monolayers, it is necessary to emphasize that such behavior can be further modulated by external cues imposed by the ECM or chemokine gradients. In particular, it is well recognized that micromechanical cues within the extracellular matrix such as topography, physical constraints, porosity, and elasticity have as strong regulatory influence on various cellular processes in general and cell migration in particular (47) . Accordingly, several studies have tried to dissect the individual contribution of such cues to cell migration. Although earlier studies have predominantly focused on the response of single cells, there is increasing interest in how such cues within the microenvironment direct and regulate collective cell behavior. As described in a previous section, the use of soft lithography and microfabrication-based approaches such as microcontact printing, removable microstencils, and 3D microwells have provided versatile tools to precisely manipulate the cellular environment on the micrometer scale.
It has been observed that single cells migrate faster on highly confined geometries (e.g., narrow straight lines) in a myosin II-dependent fashion (17) . Such a migration in 1D appears to relate closely with the migration of cells on 3D matrices. Recent studies also suggest that confined geometries alter the migration mode of collectively migrating epithelial monolayers (67) . Particle image velocimetry analysis reveals that collectively migrating MDCK cell sheets show large scale "vortices" that are typically 100 -150 m in diameter and represent the natural correlation length of these epithelial monolayers (67) (FIGURE 3E, TOP) . Such large-scale vortices disappear when cells are forced to migrate in highly confined geometries that are smaller than this natural correlation length (67) . Instead, cells switch to a contraction-relaxation or caterpillar-like migration on such confined geometries (FIGURE 3E, BOTTOM) . Interestingly, at high cell densities, transition to a more directed migratory pattern has also been observed in 3T3 fibroblasts that are known to form only transient cell-cell contacts (39) . Furthermore, it has been observed that confining endothelial cells to closed REVIEWS PHYSIOLOGY • Volume 28 • November 2013 • www.physiologyonline.org circular geometries allows them to break symmetry and migrate in a synchronized circular fashion (30) . Such a coordinated rotation has also been described recently in breast epithelial cells grown in 3D collagen gels and termed as coherent angular motion (CAM) (62) . It has been suggested that CAM is necessary for cells to organize into higherorder tissue architecture (such as acini and ducts in the case of breast epithelial cells) and for determining left-right axis asymmetry (72) . Furthermore, such a synchronized migratory behavior is lost, disrupted, or altered in the presence of antibodies against E-cadherins, in cancerous cells, and in cells that have undergone epithelial to mesenchymal transition (62) , underlining the essential role of cell-cell junction in maintaining the collective behavior.
Recent experimental studies and simulations suggest that such a synchronized rotation can be recaptured in 2D by confining MDCK epithelial cell clusters to circular micropatterns (16) . The onset of a solid "disc-like" rotation of the clusters appears to be dependent on three key factors: "crowding" or cell density, "confinement" or size of the micropattern, and "cohesiveness" or intercellular adhesion. Cell clusters undergo a synchronized rotation only when they reach a critical density. At sub-confluence (low density), cell clusters occasionally show collective rotation, which is, however, not persistent and disappears quickly when cells expand to fill up the free space within the micropattern. There also appears to be a critical diameter of the circular micropatterns (ϳ200 m) that can induce such a collective rotation behavior. When confined to patterns that are larger than this critical length scale (e.g., 500 m), cell clusters do not show a solid disc-like rotation but rather display locally ordered "streams" or transient vortices of ϳ300 m in diameter (FIGURE 3F). Interestingly, this critical length scale correlates well with the reported natural correlation length of MDCK monolayers. Furthermore, MDCK cells that stably overexpress the transcription factor Snail-1 (resulting in epithelial to mesenchymal transition as well as repressed E-cadherin expression) lose their ability to persistently undergo such a collective rotation behavior. Indeed, highly malignant breast cancer cell lines (e.g., MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231) have completely lost their ability to demonstrate any collective migration patterns. Such a behavior of cancer cells is highly reminiscent of the previously mentioned behavior of locusts that lose their ability to swarm after abdominal denervation (6). This suggests that normal intercellular adhesion is necessary for cells to not only sense and detect their neighbors but also tune their migratory behavior in response to them. However, it is still unclear whether (under these conditions) there exist specialized leader cells at the edge of the micropattern that trigger such rotation. Future studies using such model experiments should also allow us to dissect the relative contributions of mechanical and biochemical processes.
Conclusions and Future Perspectives
Understanding collective cell behavior has recently gained renewed interest primarily due to several technical advances. First, the advent of better microscopy techniques has provided a significant breakthrough in our ability to visualize collective cell migration in vivo with minimal phototoxicity as well as high resolution. Second, the use of various microfabrication approaches has provided us with several in vitro tools to study collective cell migration under well defined initial conditions and with high spatial control that allow for high throughput studies as well as reproducibility across experiments. Third, the ability to quantify the spatio-temporal distribution of forces exerted at the cell-substrate and cell-cell interface within migrating monolayers has provided new mechanistic insights into the regulation of collective cell behavior. Finally, the churning out of vast amounts of data from these novel technologies has prompted theoretical and experimental physicists to draw qualitative and quantitative analogies with other physical systems and to mine this data for unifying principles governing collective behavior.
In many situations, as we previously described, common features can be attributed to collective cell migration such as the formation of leader cells (33) , a gradient of cell density within the monolayer from the edge to the center (27) , and the emergence of large-scale mechanisms including multicellular movements (51, 67) or cooperative stress (65) . First, these findings point to the existence of integrative modes of guidance for collective migration, but the link with molecular processes has remained obscure. Then it is tempting to make an analogy of large cell clusters and single cells as if these large clusters would behave as a scaled up version of individual cells (15, 42) . Within the framework of such a comparison, several remarkable analogies can be drawn between single cells and large cell clusters (FIGURE 4). For example, just as lamellipodia on the periphery of a cell are much more spread out and exert large traction forces, cells at the periphery of a large cluster (or equivalently edge of a monolayer) are more spread than those in the center, form fingerlike protrusive structures, and exert larger traction forces. Just as filopodia form spontaneously and randomly at the periphery of a cell and probe the local microenvironment, leader cells also form spontaneously and randomly at the periphery of a large cell cluster to sample the microenvironment and act as "local guides" for cells behind them. Furthermore, experimental (45, 55) and theoretical (71) analyses suggest that subcellular active materials, such as actin gels and microtubules (in the presence of motors such as myosin and kinesin), display spiral or vortex-like flow behavior at critical concentrations. These flow patterns at the level of a single cell are highly reminiscent of the large scale vortices or recirculation patterns observed in migrating cellular monolayers (50, 51, 67) and probably result from coupling of the subcellular dynamic events over several cells through the intercellular adhesion. On highly confined geometries, such large-scale vortices are lost, and cell clusters show a "caterpillar-like" contraction-relaxation pattern of migration. A corresponding analogy can be drawn to subcellular actomyosin force dipoles (sarcomere-like units) that integrate their contractility over larger length and longer time scales to provide a large-scale mechanosensing mechanism (13, 26, 66) to sense and respond to micromechanical cues such as substrate stiffness.
To make sure that the "woods" are not missed for the "trees," it is imperative that cell migration is investigated at different scales (e.g., subcellular, cellular, and multicellular levels). Concurrently, drawing analogies with other systems can provide insight into large-scale mechanisms governing collective cell behavior. Such an approach promises a much more comprehensive understanding of different biological processes mediated by cell migration. Ⅲ 
